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Recap: The need for new and improved defences
•

Currently approx 1,100 properties
near the city centre and 200 in
neighbouring communities at risk
of a severe river or tidal flood.

•

Unless we take action, the
situation will continuously
worsen due to climate change.

•

By 2100, almost 4,500 existing
properties could be at risk.

Compelling case for action!
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Strategy: adaptive, integrated and enabling
The river is integral to the story of Bristol and daily life for the city and its residents.
Since 2014, Council and EA partner has appraised strategic options to the problem of flood
risk and justify investment. Led by Cllr Beech; our vision is measures that deliver year-round.
• Future-proofing the city and neighbouring communities
• Enabling a greener, more active city
• Unlocking potential of Bristol and the wider region
Preferred strategic approach: raise the level of existing defences or create new defences
along lower sections of the River Avon in phases from Swineford to Pill.
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Key Partners & Stakeholders
• Environment Agency
• WECA
• South Glos
• North Somerset
• Bath&NE Somerset
• Historic England
• Natural England

Integrating flood defences into a city
Propose to integrate flood defences sympathetically with the city.
Improve walking and cycling routes, enhance public recreation and wildlife
spaces, historic assets, and support areas of regeneration.

Submergible paths and parks

Terracing

Glazing

Integrated with
developments

Funding Strategy, gap and approach
Defences to be constructed in 2020s (phase 1) and 2060s (phase 2)
Phase 1 split into two build stages to minimise delivery risk and maximise integration.
Phase 1 Construction planned 2026/7 – 2030/1
Build
Stage

Components

Benefits
(£m)

Capital Works
(£m)

1

Entrance & Netham flood
gates, work up/downstream

228

89

14

75 (84% of build)

2

Remainder of phase 1

753

127

55.3

72 (57% of build)

Estimated Flood
grant

Funding required
(£m)

• Strategic Outline Case approved by Cabinet March 2021.
• £69m flood grant and £10m Economic Development Fund allocation.
Significant funding gap £135m; BCC, EA and WECA working to identify and
secure – crucial to generate momentum and confidence. Likely options
include £10m reserves and CIL commitment.
• Funding Strategy under preparation, with Working Group.
• Learning from successes by other cities – Leeds, Hull, Sheffield, Derby.

Progress – flood risk and development
• Environment Agency statutory consultee to planning. Flooding significant constraint
to planned development and allocations in city centre. Knock on impact to wider
region.
• Given funding gap, EA seeks actions to demonstrate reasonable prospect of delivery.
With these in place, it can approach planning applications with enhanced confidence
of defences being delivered in the future.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Strategic Outline Case (Mar-2021)
Funding Strategy
Suitable Planning Instruments
Phasing Plan

Captured in EA-BCC
Legal & Financial Agreement

• Council and Environment Agency working as key priority to address.
• Targeting Cabinet Key Decision 2022 to endorse funding strategy and agreement.

Technical Progress & Plan
Mar 21

Adoption of Strategic Outline Case 

Jan 22

Strategic Partner commissioned to deliver Outline Business Case for EA
requirements

May 22

Natural Flood Management opportunities & Consenting Strategy

Aug 22

Flood Gates placemaking approach

2023

Modelling, Design Reports, Financial & Economic case

Ongoing
throughout

Engagement and alignment with other consultations on BCC projects
around harbour

KEY DECISION to progress to design late Autumn 2023.
Needs funding surety in principle to progress with Full Business Case.
Indicative delivery programme
BS1
Phase 1 BS2

2022/23 2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
2026/27
2027/28 2028/29 2029/30 2030/2031
OBC+approvals
FBC, consenting and approvals
Construction
Scoping
OBC+approvals
FBC, consenting and approvals
Construction

Thank you

